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1.0 Introduction 

Coaditioaa1 Variability 

Stephen Downes 
Department or Philosophy 
The University of Calgary 

Conditional statements are presumed to be understood by both 
speaker and listener. If the conditional statement is true, all parties 
concerned presume that the statement is true for some reason. When a 
speaker asserts, "If kangaroos bad no tails they would topple over," then 
both speaker and listener know eiactly what the statement means and 
whether or not it is true even if there are in fact no kangaroos in the world 
without tails. Asserting that conditional statements are understood and 
known to be true or false is one thing. Stating eiactJy what it is that is 
understood or known is quite another. 

In this paper it will be shown that when a conditional statement is 
understood or known to be true, a number of implicitly specified variables 
are given more or less concrete values. Each of the variables will be defined 
and eiamples will be employed to demonstrate their use in conditional 
evaluation. From time to time this analysis in terms of variables will be 
contrasted with a 'possible worlds' analysis of conditionals. The purpose of 
this paper is not to argue against the possible worlds analysis but rather to 
provide an alternative to that analysis. 

2.0 Bactarouad 

In logic conditional statements are symbolized (A->B) and are of the 
general Corm "If A is the case then B is the case." They are false if and only 
iC the antecedent. A. is true and the consequent. B. is false. 

There are two types or conditional statements: the material 
conditional. symbolized as above or sometimes with a 'hook' symbol; and the 
strict conditional. which asserts the necessity of the corresponding material 
conditional. symbolized variously with the 'fish-hook' or entailment symbol. 

Conditional statements were intended to correspond with similar 
statements in natural lanauage: the idea was that sentences like "If it rains 
I'll get wet" could be represented in formal notation and given truth values 



by deduction from other formalized sentences. · This ambition was never 
realized. A larae dass ot ClODditional statements, called variousJy 
'subjunctive ClODditionals' or 'counterfactual1' resisted anaJysis into the strict 
or material ClODditional form. By 'c:ounterfactuals' I mean the following forms 
of conditional statements: statements with false antecedents such as "If 
Oswald had not shot Kennedy then he would be alive today", causal 
statements and statements which predict into the future such as "If it rains 
the river will rise", and subjunctive statements such as "If he had ambition 
he would go far." 

The failure to anaJyze c:ounterfactuals in terms of material or strict 
conditionals has two related causes. Pirst. many c:ounterfactuals, although 
true, are not necessarily true. There are some instances in which the 
antecedent may be true, the consequent false, and the statement as a whole 
true. Second, many laws of inference such as 'strengthening the antecedent' 
which are valid for material and strict conditionals are not valid for 
c:ounterfactuals. 

A recent development in philosophy has been the anaJysis of 
c:ounterfactuals not as material or strict conditionals but rather as a distinct 
conditional connective with its own rules of inference: the variably strict 
conditional (see Lewis 197 3a and Stalnaker 1968 ). This analysis comes with 
a price: the truth of a variably strict conditional is determined on the new 
analysis not by the state of affairs in the world but rather by the state of 
affairs in a possible world. The possible world selected is one in which the 
conditional is no longer counterfactual - what was false bas become true, 
what was in the future has now occurred - and is selected on the basis of 
relevant similarity with the actual world if the c:or'responding conditional is 
true in the possible world. 

The possible worlds anaJysis of conditional statements has severe 
problems. How can we select a possible world on the basis of similarity if at 
least part of that similarity might depend on the truth of the very 
counterfactuals we are trying to anaJyze? I am not concerned to press that 
argument here. Rather, I wish to focus on an alternative. The suggestion is 
this: counterfactuals are variable because of implicit variables in the 
counterfactual conditional relation. The• variables, if stated eiplicitJy, may 
be employed in part to provide the framework of an anaJysis of 
counterf actuals which occurs in this world and not in some possible world. 
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3.0 Coaponent Streqlla 

Conditional statements may vary in strength according to the truth 
values of the components A (the antecedent) and C (the consequent). I am 
not concerned in this paper with how the truth of A and C is established. I 
merely wish to indicate that, if determinable, it is determinable in a variety 
of manners. 

Let us first consider the antecedent A. The antecedent A may be true 
or false. In the latter case, the conditional is called a counterfactual. or more 
precisely, contrary-to-fact conditional. In cases where A is true, although 
the term ·counterfactual' still misleadingly applies, perhaps the term 'factual 
conditional' is more appropriate. 

There are also some cases in which the antecedent may be 
undetermined or undeterminable; consider, for example: 

( 1) If it rains tomorrow the crops will grow. 

The antecedent "'it rains tomorrow" is neither true nor false, for tomorrow 
has not yet occurred. An antecedent which is a tautology will always be 
true; an antecedent which is a contradiction will always be false. Depending 
on the semantics chosen, there may be a wide range in between. 

Like the antecedent. the consequent may be of varying truth value. 
In many cases (and most especially in many of the eiamples we choose to 
discuss) the consequent is known to be true or false. Bven if the consequent 
is false the conditional itself may be true. This is most clearly demonstrated 
by the material conditional: if A is false and C is false then A->C is true. 

For our purposes the most interesting cases are those in which the 
truth value of the consequent is not known. undetermined, or in some other 
way not certainly true and not certainly false. The recognition that the truth 
values of the components of conditionals may vary serves almost 
immediately to prevent some philosophical errors. For example, Eisenberg 
( 1969) argues that all counterfactuals must be eiplicable by the 'conjunction 
analysis' as follows: 

(2) ((1) (MI->Pl)) & (MZ->Pz) & (-MzJ & (-PzJ 

The relevant portions of this analysis for this discussion are the negations 
1-Mzl and (-Pz). As Williamson ( 1970) points out. the antecedent and the 
consequent need not be false for the statement to qualify as a counterfactual. 
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Suppose the f ollovina ezample: 

(3) If Wayne bad been here it would have been a good party. 

The counterfactual may be true. but someone may respond, 

(-4) Wayne was here and it was a good party, but you were in the kitchen all 
night. didn't see him. and missed all the fun. 

We may thus allow that the truth values of the components may vary. The 
components may be absolutely true or false or. depending on the semantics. 
anywhere in between. 

Let us eiamine a little more precisely the ways in which the truth 
values of the components may vary. First, the components of the 
counter! actual may vary because the truth of various propositions is 
variable in the world. For eiample, something may be 'possibly' true. It 
might rain tonight, for eiample. That does not mean that it is true. but it is 
also misleading to say that it is false. That "it will rain" is possibly true is a 
fact about the world; the truth value of "it will rain" is therefore variable. 

Sometimes propositions which are 'possibly' true might have their 
truth values fiied more precisely in terms of 'probability'. For eumple, 
'This atom of uranium will decompose" is a statement which bas a certain 
precise probability of being true. Such a probability value is not arbitrary: 
the rate of uranium decomposition just is a probability function. 

Second, components of a counterfactual may also vary because of bow 
much (or how little) we know about the world. The most common 
occurrence of this is in the statement of statistical hypotheses such as 'The 
NDP is supported by fourty per cent of Canadians." Variable truth values in 
such instances are ezplicitly stated: "samples of this siZe are accurate to five 
per cent nineteen times out of twenty." 

In other cases the variable quality of our knowledge of some 
statement cannot be so precisely measured. Statements like 'Tm reasonably 
certain" or "I have little doubt" t1press this. The nature of our determina
. lion affects this variable: if we see that the car is red we are quite certain 
that the car is in fact red; if we are told by a friend that the car is red then 
we are less certain. 

• 
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4.0 Salience 

Counterfactual truth may vary as determined by relevant or 'salient' 
factors. These factors are best described using an eiample. Consider the 
foUowing pair of counterfactuals (from Quine 1960:222): 

(5) If Caesar had been in command (in Korea) he would have used the 
atom bomb. 

(6) If Caesar had been in command he would have used catapults. 

By 'context' we mean the situation in which one or another of these 
counterfactuals would have been asserted: a political science class. perhaps. 
or a history seminar. 'Salience' is determined by context. It refers to those 
qualities of Caesar which are the most important to the discussion taking 
place. Which or (5) or (6) is true will depend on what quality of Caesar's is 
most salient. In this case. if Caesar's primitive knowledge of technology is 
most salient. then (6) will be true. If Caesar's ruthlessness is most salient, 
then (5) would be true. 

On the possible worlds analysis, statements about Caesar's use of the 
bomb or catapults are analyzed as above in terms of salience and context. 
The possible world selected for reference will be the one which is most 
similar to the actual world with respect to these salient qualities. On the 
analysis presented in this paper, salience is employed directly in the 
determination or truth values for counterfactuals. Salience is presented in 
terms of a closely related notion, vagueness. 

To show bow this worts, let me consider an eiample. 

(7) If it reaches --40 tonight, Calgary will be the coldest city on the Prairies. 

It might reasonably be argued that Calgary is not on the Prairies; rather it is 
in the foothills. and so could not be the coldest city on the Prairies no matter 
what. Whether or not this counterfactual is true depends on bow 'Prairies' is 
defined. Since it is not a precise geographical region its boundaries are 
vague. On some accounts, Calgary is on the Prairies, on others it is not. In 
fact 'Prairies' refers to not just one geographical area but many, each 
differently defined. Some such definitions are not complete definitions; the 
eastern border ot the Prairies is not defined at all but the western border is 
defined as 'east ot Calgary'. 
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On Utis ana1ysis we mean by 'sallenc:e' the specification of eiactly 
wbich of tbe varying specifications at some vque term will be employed. 
What we know at Caesar ii vque at bett. We know that Caesar lived in 
ancient Rome and that he wu a brilliant thoup somewhat ruthless tactician. 
To assess the pair of counterfactuals above we must define Caesar more 
precisely: "Caesar the ancient Roman" or "Caesar the ruthless". If choosing 
betwffn either of the two options we may have to consider the truth values 
of each proposed definition of Caesar. These may vary just as truth values 
for the different components of a counterfactual vary. 

5.0 CosUlective Streqth 

The strongest form of the conditional connective is necessary 
implication. That is, if A is true and known to be true and the connective is 
expressed A->C then C must be true and known to be true. Both the material 
conditional and the strict conditional are conditional connectives of this form. 
If the conditional is true. then if the antecedent is true, the consequent must 
be true. Showing one instance in whlch the antecedent is true and the 
consequent false shows that the conditional is false. 

As discussed in section 2 above, both Lewis and Stalnaker propose a 
third type of conditional, tbe variably strict conditional. Tbis conditional is 
employed to symbolize what we mean when we use counterfactuals. It 
should be dear that the strength at the variably strict conditional does not 
tie somewhere betwHD the strength of the material and strict conditionals. 
for the strengtb of the latter two is identical. The variably strict conditional 
is a form of conditional wbich hu a weaker connective strengtb than either 
the material or strict conditional. This difference may be characterized as 
follows. If A is the antecedent and C is the consequent and A->B is the 
variably strict conditional. then if A is true C mjpt not be. The variably 
strict conditional is not necessarily truth or falsity preserving. We may 
illustrate tbis using the previously mentioned ruJe at strengthening the 
antecedent. 

Suppose some conditional statement (A->B) is true. According to the 
rule of strengthening the antecedent, if some C is conjoined with the 
antecedent A then the resuJtant conditional ((A&C)->BJ remains true. This 
law is valid for material and strict conditionals but not valid for variably 
strict conditionals. Conjoining some C to the antecedent can change the truth 
value of the corresponding conditional. The variably strict conditional may 
be more or Jess strong depending on how much or how little nHds to be 
added to the antecedent to cause a chqe in truth value. 
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It would be a mistake, I suggest. to suppose that there is only one 
type of variably strict conditional. They might be quite strong or they may 
have no strength at all. The failure to recognize this latter possibility lies at 
the heart of many criticisms of Lewis and Stalnaker. Consider. for eiample, 
the following argument proposed by Bennett ( 1974). According to Bennett, 
Lewis's analysis fails in the case of the 'accidental' even-if conditional. 

Consider the following conditional: 

(8) If London is a large city then Jupiter bas twelve moons. 

If is the case that Jupiter would have twelve moons whether or not London 
were a large city. If London actually is a large city then, on the possible 
world account, we should check and see whether Jupiter actually has twelve 
moons; if it does the conditional is true. If London is not a large city, then 
according to the possible worlds theory we should consult the nearest 
possible world in which London is large and count the moons of Jupiter; if 
there are twelve then the counterfactual is true. On the possible worlds 
story there would in fact be twelve moons since the size of London does not 
affect the number of moons possessed by Jupiter. 

Bennet argues as follows. While it is consistent to maintain that, in the 
nearest possible world, Jupiter has twelve moons. it is also consistent to 
maintain that. in the nearest possible world, Jupiter has thirteen moons. The 
truth of the accidental conditional is thus, to Bennett, undetermined. Bennett 
employs this argument to support the alternative ·regularity' theory of 
counterfactuals. But the regularity theory demands that. if there is no 
regular relation between the antecedent and the consequent, the 
counterfactual is false. But why should we say that? It is not determined 
that Jupiter has twelve or thirteen moons given that London is or is not a 
large city and so the conditional is neither true nor false. 

The accidental conditional is an e1treme case. There is no strength to 
the connection. The conditional is therefore possibly true and possibly false. 
nothing more. At the other e1treme are the material and strict conditionals. 
The conditional is necessarily true or necessarily false. It is reasonable to 
suggest that a range of possibilities lies in between. I will suggest just a few 
of them. Natural or physical laws may be one eiample. The laws of nature, 
as Hume demonstrated, are not necessary laws. Many such laws, such as 
Newton's laws, once considered true, are now generally considered false. We 
consider the possibility or failure to be a factor when evaluating currently 
accepted laws. It is not a lOBical contradiction to entertain their falsity. The 
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variable strength of such laws is sometimes e1pressed in an e1pllcitJy 
conditional form: if true. a law. Though weaker than the strict or material 
conditional. the conditional which eipresses a law of nature is nonetheless 
stronger than an accidental generalization. 

A further variation of strength may be the case of non-lawliJce non
accidental conditionals. The "'dimes in the pocket case" is one such case. 
Suppose I put my band in my podet on Canada Day, 1987, and retrieve a 
bandfuJ of dimes. It is true that, in Canada, a1J dimes are made of nicteJ. I 
could then say: 

(9) If I had put my band in my pocket on Canada Day, 1987, a1J the coins I 
would bave found would have been made of nicteJ. 

This clearly is not necessarily true. It does not even appear to have the 
strength of a Jaw of nature. But neither is the conditional an accidental 
conditional: there is some sort of connection between placing my hand in my 
pocket and touching nic.keJ. 

Although it seems clear that different strengths of a conditional 
connective are possible. it is not clear how to quantify that variable. What 
we want is a syntu which will first alJov for such a range of values and 
second determine a syntactic relation between the varying strengthed 
conditionals within that range. In the neit section I shalJ outline a syntactic 
structure which permits tbis determination. 

6.0 The .Doaaia ot the Conditional 

What mates a necessary statement necessary? On the Leibnizi.an 
thesis a statement is necessary if it is true in all possible worlds. In condi
tional terms, a conditional is necessarily true (is oC greatest strength) if it is a 
universal statement. We have seen that not all conditionals are necessarily 
true; there are varying shades ot strength. Therefore universality, a 
condition suggested by a number oC analyses and the first conjunct of 
Eisenberg's, above, will be sufficient to describe only some small number ot 
counterfactuals. 

A Jaw of nature is not a necessary statement. On some possible worlds 
a law of nature might be different from the laws oC nature in the actual 
world. But laws of nature are e1pressed in the general form 

(I 0) For a1J 1, if F1 then G1. 
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Both necessary truths and laws oC nature employ the universal quantifier. 
Mere use oC the universal quantifier will not be sufficient to distinguish 
between the two. A finer distinction is required. Let me suggest the 
following. 

Consider the size of the domain of the conditional: that is, within what 
world, worlds, or parts of worlds a conditional is intended to be true. A 
necessary conditional is intended to be true in all possible worlds. A lawlike 
statement is intended to be true all over this, the actual, world. We might 
say that universality expresses the success rate of a conditional within its 
intended domain. The strength of the conditional may therefore be 
evaluated according to these two variables: the size of its domain, and its 
success rate within that domain. A reduction of the domain or a reduction of 
the success rate may weaken the conditional connective. Exactly how this is 
to be spelled out is probably a fascinating task and I hope one day to finish 
it. 

7 .0 Propositions 

During the course of this paper I have not clearly distinguished 
between counterfactual propositions and counterfactual statements. Let me 
accomplish this now. The proposition 

( 11 ) Brakeless trains are dangerous. 

does not refer only to one train but rather to a large number of trains. It is 
expressed counterfactually as follows: 

( 12) If any train has no brakes then it is dangerous. 

The proposition expressed by ( 12) is intended to correspond with specific 
'instances', in this case, specific trains. as follows: 

( 13) If train I has no brakes it would be dangerous. 

( 14) If train 2 bas no brakes it would be dangerous. 

( 15) If train n has no brakes it would be dangerous. 
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The idea is that if each ct the instances is true then the proposition as a 
whole is true. But propositional truth is not an all-or-nothing venture; some 
instances may be false while the proposition is true. Suppose, for eumple, 

( 16) Train '4489 has no brakes and is not dangerous. 

Train 4489 also bas no engine and bas not moved since 1959. Bven tbougb 
( 16) is an exception to the general rule that does not mean that the 
proposition is false. It is true in most cases. 

A proposition is a statement that corresponds to more than one 
instance. Since not all instances need be true for the proposition to be true 
the strength ct a proposition may vary. Propositional variability may be 
quantified according to the domain of the proposition and the success rate 
(proportion ct true instances) within that domain. 

a.o Causal CouatertactuaJ1 

A great number ct the counterfactual propositions we assert every 
day are causal propositions. By that I mean the assertion that some A causes 
some B to occur. Causal propositions, lite other propositions, correspond to a 
set of instances. If we assert that A causes B then we assert that A 1 causes 
82, and so on. 

There remains a problem to be resolved. Suppose you heat some 
water. The water boils: that is, little bubbles form and steam rises. The 
cause of the water boiling is the heat: the symptoms are tbe steam and 
bubbles. We could say, quite acturateJy, that the heat caused the bubbles 
and the steam. But now it is equally possible to say that, if there are 
bubbles, then there will be steam; that is, that the bubbles cause the steam 
to rise. The relation between the heat and the steam is quite different from 
the relation between the bubbles and the steam; the nrst is a causal relation, 
the second an apparently accidental relation. 

At the same time, however, the strengths ct the two conditionals will 
be the same. That is, the domain in both cases will be the same (the system 
desaibed above). The universality will be the same. The truth values ct 
each instance ct this proposition will be the same. Yet typicaJJy we assert 
that the causal relation is stronger than the accidental relation. The 
distinction between the causal conditional and the accidental conditional is 
contained in the idea of 'causal dependency'. The idea is that the steam and 
the bubbles depend on the heat, and not each other. in order to occur. A 
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relation of dependency is an asymmetric relation. That is. if A depends on B 
then B does not depend on A. Accordingly we test for dependency by testing 
pairs of counterfactuals: (A->B) and (B->A). But both (A->B) and (B->A) will 
be true in e11ctly the same instances even in relations of dependency. 

We have to consider the contraries of both: (-A->-B) and (-B->-A) 
(Lewis 1973b). If a relation of dependency eiists then in some instances 
where the effect B is not present the cause A will be present and yet in very 
few instances where the cause A is not present will the effect B be present. 
The causal proposition is therefore a complei proposition which depends on 
the truth values of four corresponding counterfactual propositions. More 
formally if 

(17)A->B 

is a causal proposition then the four corresponding propositions will be 

(18) A->B 
(19) B->A 

(20) -A->-B 
(21) -8->-A 

each of which will be given a truth value which corresponds to the number 
of instances in which it is true. 

Lewis ( 1973b) eipresses this theory within the conteit of a possible 
worlds analysis of counterfactuals but it is not necessary to refer to a 
possible world to establish the variably strict truth of each of the 
propositions in question. We therefore retain the strength of Lewis's 
proposal while omitting the weakness. 

9.0 Suaaary 

In this paper it has been shown that a number of variables are 
implicitly given conaete values when a conditional statement or proposition 
is asserted. First, the antecedent and the consequent of the conditional may 
have varying truth values depending on how certain they are in the world 
and how well they are known. Second, features of the world which are 
relevant to the evaluation of the conditional which are more or less vaguely 
defined will be defined precisely. Third, the strength of the conditional 
connective will vary depending on its intended domain and its intended 
success rate within that domain. Fourth, conditional propositions which 
correspond to sets of instances will vary with respect to the number of 
instances over which the conditional is intended to be true. Fifth, some 
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conditional propositions will correspond to sets of several other conditional 
propositions and will be evaluated with respect to the truth value of each of 
the other conditional propositions. 

GiVen a clear specification of each of these variables it is possible to 
state euctly what is understood when a conditional statement is understood. 
In addition, such a clear specification of the variables will specify euctly 
what must be true for the c::oriditional to be true. It should be understood 
that conditional truth is not an all-or-nothing venture and that some 
conditionals will be partly true or even have no truth value at all. depending 
on the variables. None of these variables requires reference to some 
possible world for specification. Therefore the analysis proposed in this 
paper provides a viable alternative to the possible worlds analysis. 
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Seville Pronunciation: The Phonetics and Phonology 
or ·Aspirated S.' 

Herbert J. Izzo 
Department of Linguistics 

University of Calgary 

It is generally assumed that the phonology of Andalusian (and 
therefore of Sevillian) Spanish is readily derivable from that of standard 
Castllian by the application of a few simple rules:I 

( 1 ) the distinction between Isl and 191 is lost: 191 -> Isl ~ 
's-using' or. in part of the region. Isl -> 191 ·~ '&-using;' 

(2) the distinction between lyl and If.I is lost: If.I-> lyl; 

(3) final Isl is 'aspirated': Isl-> lhl I_ [+cons] 
# 

My investigations in the Province of Seville. carried out in 1981 and 
1983. have shown not only that the above rules are oversimplifications, but 
also that there are additional differences that cannot be accounted for by 
strictly phonological rules. 

As a basis of comparison. so that it can be seen how deviant the 
consonant system of SeviJJe Spanish really is. I should like to review briefly 
the consonants of Standard Spanish, i.e., the upper-class urban speech of Old 
and New CastiJe.2 

Standard Spanish has three voiceless stops: Ip, t. k/, which are 
normally unaspirated. /ti is dental or interdental, not alveolar. The point of 
articulation of lk/ varies. like the lk/ of English, German and many other 
languages, according to the foUowing vowel. /p, t. k/ occur initially, between 
vowels, after liquids. after Isl, 191, and after nasals, but not in the same 
syUable. They do not occur word-finally or syUable-finally. They are in 
tautosyUabic clusters only with Ill and lrl. There is one voiceless affricate 
/Cl, which is usually not considered to be in the same set with Ip, t, kl 
though its distribution is similar, the only difference being that !Cl does not 
form clusters with /1/ and lrl. 

Corresponding in point of articulation to the voiceless stops are lb, d, 
g/, voiced fricatives with stop allophones. The stop allophones occur only 
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after silence and after nasals. It is customary to consider the stop allophones 
primary, but in reality, t.be fricative allop.bones have less restricted 
distribution, and in connected speech (as contrasted wit.b citation forms) the 
fricative allophones occur more than four times as frequently as the stops. 

Slightly different from /b, d, g/ are two other voiced fricatives that 
are sometimes mistakenly treated as semivowels. The palatal /y I and the 
labiovelar /w/ are regularly stops ((jJ and (g•J) only after nasals. Utterance
initially they may be either fricative or occlusive. /y I is roughly to /c/ as 
/b, d, g/ are to /p, t, k/, but /w/ has no voiceless counterpart. Engtish
speaking linguists often consider /y/ and /w/ to be the same as the non
syUabic Iii and /u/ of t.be diphthongs in bW1 and QlWll. which I believe is 
erroneous.3 

There are three nasals. whic.b contrast word-initially and between 
vowels. They occur after I~. 9, 1, r/ of a preceding syUable. and before all 
consonants. but assimilate completely to the point of articulation of a 
following consonant so that there is no contrast among nasals in sylJable
final position. Word boundaries are not obstacles to this assimilation (except 
in some dialects, eg. Riomba, Ecuador, where all word-final nasals are velar.) 

There are four voiceless fricatives If, e, s, xi, all of which occur 
initially and intervocaJically. If/ alone forms tautosyUabic clusters with /l. 
r/. In many parts of the Spanish-speaking world It/ is bilabial. The /s/ of 
Std. Peninsular Spanish is not lamino-alveolar like the /s/ of English and 
Sout.b American Spanis.b, but apical and somew.bat retroflexed. It is usually 
called "cacuminaJ 1". Those unfamiliar wit.b the sound often mistake it for 
[SJ /9/ and /s/ can occur syllable-finally. They bot.b assimilate to the 
voicing of a following voiced consonant. as in ~ [dezaeJ, .mWll2 [m1zmoJ, 
C.&W2 [f'aEttJo), whereas /fl and /x/ do not. /1/ occurs initially, medially, 
finally, and in the clusters already mentioned. There is an apical trill /R/ 
·and an apical flap /r/, whic.b contrast only between vowels. Elsewhere t.be 
contrast is neutralized. Only /R/ can occur word-finally, e.g. and.al:. JW:ll. 
/R/ occurs regularly in some regions. while /r/ occurs in others. I shall say 
nothing about I&./ at this point, because in the real language it has merged 
completely with /y/. It is alive only in textbooks. on the stage, and in 
regional Cwm-standard) dialects.• 

Between the standard Spanish of Spain, which I have been dealing 
wit.b up to now, and standard Latin American varieties, t.be principal 
phonological difference is supposed to be t.bat /9/ and Isl are merged as 
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lamino-alveoJar /s/. In the lowland or coastal regions of Latin America and 
in the South of Spain (the region of Andalusia) there is. in addition to the 
merging of /9/ and Isl. the so-called "aspiration" of this merged sound in 
word-final and syllable-final positions. That is. Isl is converted to lb) so that 
Estos hombres hablan espaftol ·these men spellk SpmislJ , sounds 
[ehtoh6mbreMblauehpaft6ll; the voiced velar fricative !xi is replaced by the 
same glottal or pharyngeal spirant [h). and final /1/ and /r/ are weakened 
and confused. In non-S-aspirating varieties of Spanish, e.g. Mexico City. 
word boundaries generally count for nothing pbonologicaHy. For example, aH 
of the following pairs or triples are absolutely homophonous in normal 
speech: 

4 a) es puerta /espuerta/ b) es tamal /estamaI/ 
espuerta esta ma! 

c) con padre /kompadre/ d) es de aqui /ezeteaki/ 
com padre (d)esde aqui 

e) la sabes f) el hecho 
las aves /lasabes/ el !echo /elefo/ 
las sabes helecho 

g) el hado h) son hombres /son6mbres/ 
el lado /elado/ son nombres 
helado 

In most S-aspirating varieties. however. word-final Isl is treated as 
syllable-final even when it is followed by an initial vowel, and so it is 
converted to /hi. Therefore la zebra [laseera] 'the zebril' and las hebras 
[lahebra) 'the fibres· do not sound alike, but la jyota [lahunta) 'lhe group· 
and las uota (lahunta] JJe gre11ses them· do. This merger of /x/ with part of 
the distribution of /s/ is a considerable deviation from the standard sound 
system, but is trivial compared to what else happens in the Spanish of 
Seville. 

Before speaking of what happens to Isl in Seville, I would like to say 
a few words about some other supposed differences between Andalusian 
and Castilian. 

First, the non-distinction of Isl and /9/. It is widely supposed that all 
of Andalusia. like Spanish America. has Jost the distinction by shifting /9/ to 
/s/, and it is chiefly for this reason that it is generally believed that 
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American Spanish comes from Andalusia (cf. Izzo. 1984). But way back in 
the 1930's Espinosa and Rodriquez-Castellano. who were then fieldworkers 
for the never-published Spanish dialect atlas. found that almost all of 
eastern Andalusia -- Almeria, jaen. C6rdoba. and N.E. Granada -- have the 
Castillian distinction between /s/ and 19/. Of the area where the distinction 
does not e1ist, about two-thirds has shifted Isl to 191 rather than 191 to 
Isl. That is. much more of Andalusia is~ than~· Strangely, the 
~ area includes all of the province of Seville e1cepting the capital city 
itself, which is seseosa. 

Another misconception about Andalusia ~ is that it is all W.S.U. (y
u.r1i1g') while the rest of Spanish distinguishes I I.I from /y/. In fact, in all 
of East Andalusia (where /s/ and 101 are distinct) this merger occurs; but 
this is also true of most of New Castile and much of Old Castile. On the other 
hand, in many places in ~ Andalusia6 If.I still e1ists. In fact, there are 
three towns within ten km. of the city of Seville where I Ii.I still e1ists. This, 
in my opinion, casts considerable doubt on the belief that ~ originated 
in Andalusia and spread from there. 

Another interesting and important point is that in appro1imately the 
same region of East Andalusia where the /s/ - /9/ distinction e1ists, the 
sound corresponding to standard /1/ is in fact [I), whereas in Western 
Andalusia it is (hi. This would seem to be an unimportant phonetic variation, 
but it is DQ1. for it is in. eiaclJy the same area where III e1ists that the old 
(bl. which came from Latin /fl, is also lost. In all places where standard /1/ 
is [b), the old [hi from Latin /11 is preserved, and is merged with it (and also 
with the [b) which comes from the aspiration of intervocalic /s/). This 
means that East and West Andalusia have significantly different phonological 
systems. It also appears to mean that West Andalusia was a backwater at 
the time the rest of Spain was giving up (hJ under the influence of Old Castile 
(starting around 1400 ), so that when the change of Old Spanish Isl to 
Modern Spanish /1/ finally arrived (after 1500), it simply put the still 
retained [h) in place of Isl, instead of adopting the new sound [1). 

Strange things happen to /I/ and /r/ word-finally and syllable-finally. 
Word-finally, they both drop, e1cept in the article ti Std. [el) 'J./Je, and the 
demonstrative UIW Std. [akel] '/JJ.11.' The /I/ oC these two words is retained 
as such only if the following noun begins with a vowel: aguel hombre 
[akel6mbrel · lh.11 111111,' el animal [elanuna) '/.be 111i11J.lf' Before a 
consonant, /I/ changes to Ir/, as does every Ill before a consonant within 
words; so we have er . oolicia (frpolls'ia) the po/kellJllJ,' aguer oaoe 
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[akfrpape] 'UJ111 paper.' Otherwise, they are dropped in word-final position. 
Hence we have singular versus plural nouns like Qini. [pma] (Standard D.inac. 
[pmar]) pine pove · , mi [peraJ (Std. ~ [peral) ) 'peu tree: vs. 
~ [pmare] 'pine pove' and ~ [perale] 'peu tree., . where 
superficially /I/ and /r/ appear to be part of the plural endings, i.e. a • 
le/re. Final /I/ and Ir I are OQ1 preserved in liaison. Unlike the other kinds 
of Spanish I have encountered, Seville Spanish has no horror of hiatus. Two 
e:ramples I caught on the fly were "Eso no puede ir ahi" [esonopwee€1a1] 
'I/Jal CJllJ 'I go there' --four vowels in a sequence -- said by a woman whose 

husband was trying to put too big a package into the trunk of their small car: 
and "Usted lo puede corregir a er [uthelopwedek6rehiae) ·you am correct 
him· --three full vowels in a sequence-- said to me regarding a supposed 
mistake in Spanish made by an Argentinian friend. 

Within words there is also no syllable-final /I/. It is not dropped, but is 
replaced by Ir/; so~· feller' is ltartal but g1QQ 'broth· is [kareol. which 
in Standard Spanish means 'thistle'. A further complication is that 
infinitives. which normally drop final /r/ like other words. keep it before 
the enclitic pronouns ~ H.. rua and Q1. and assimilate it, with distinctive 
lengthening, before~~ and 12.. So 'lo say' is /desi/ (Std. /dee1r/), 'lo s11y 
that' is /desi eso/ but 'lo say to you' is /desirte/, and 'lo s11y to him· is 
/desil:e/ (Std. /de81rle/). 

Returning now to /s/: since Isl in the standard language can occur at 
the end of words (and very frequently does. since it makes nouns and 
adjectives plural. and verb forms 2nd singular) and since all the sounds can 
occur word initially, /s/ can, in principle, occur before all the sounds of 
Spanish, including itself. Since in Standard Spanish, and practically all other 
varieties, /s/ disappears before /r/: los romanos [lofomanos] 'l/Je Ko.mans: 
etc., there is nothing very remarkable about the fact that it also disappears 
in Seville. Isl before nasals and before /I/ in Seville (and other ls/
aspirating areas) becomes a voiceless anticipation of the nasal or Ill, so 
m.i1.m.2 'same; las manos 'UJe buds; llD2 'don.key: W! ls/and,' etc .. are 
lmiqµnol. [larymano], [aQno], ryia], etc. These voiceless sounds are usually 
considered to be phonologically /h/ and are transcribed (b). I do not quarrel 
with this, but phonetically they are not glottal spirants but voiceless nasals 
and voiceless laterals. 

When final /s/ comes before pause, it is lost entirely in Seville and 
many other s-aspirating regions. In some part of Eastern Andalusia, and 
possibly in parts of the Carribbean, the former presence of final /s/ is 
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indicated by a difference in voweJ quality (cf. Navarro J 939 ), but in Seville 
the Jost /s/ has Jeft no trace whatsoever: Q.ww1 (pirkel puk · and 
oaraues 'puks: ~ lloko) 'tTuy' and klsm 'tTuy. pl,' GJll{ (hente) 
)'«>pie' and~ 'peoples: sound exactly alike. 

Word-final Isl in SeviJJe is also Jost when it precedes /c, s, f, h/. 
There are examples of this in Table 2. La(s) cboza(s) 'I.he hutf.r},' ilW 
sabana(s) 'l.hesbeet(s},' la(s)fuente(s) 'l.heJ'ountaio(s}: la(s) gente(s) 't/Je 
people(s},' alJ sound the same in singular and pJural - unless the speaker is 
being very careful. in which case (hf or even Isl may appear, just as in 
English horseshoe, and ~ are normaJJy (h6rsuJ and (klozl, but can be 
(h6rssul and (kloszl in hypercorrect speech. 

When Isl comes before voiced fricatives /b, d, g/ the result is 
voiceless fricatives [~. e, xl What I think is important, and what has not 
been recognized, is that these voiceless fricatives are distinctive sounds 
(ta1onomic phonemes) in contrast with the other sounds in the dialect. I did 
not at first realize this. and was Jead to the realization indirectly. In many 
speakers, both in Spain and Spanish America. If/ is bilabial rather than 
labio-dentaJ; but in Seville I could get no one to say or even to accept my 
pronunciations of~ Tin', ~ Tountaio; defiende 'de/ends; with 
[~) for If/. I attributed their rejection to purism. I was sure they used 
bilabial If I when I was not around. It was onJy when I began trying to find 
out what happened when /b/ came after /s/ that I realized that in SevilJe 
I~/ was a separate phoneme and DQ1 the one that occurred in~ etc. The 
same thing happened with /1/. One of my informants often corrected my 
repetition of his pronunciation of words like ~ 'people,' .l21t :fe#ph,' 
insisting I say [hente] instead of my normal [Jfentel Only when I asked 
him how to refer to aJJ the members of the G6mez family, and he answered 
Jos G6mez 1lo16mel. did I understand why he didn't want me to say (I) in 
UD1i. uaW2 'twin,' WjQ 'son; etc. Likewise . s + s -> e . for eumple, LW. 
~ It twelve odock; is (aJa06seJ. So. the combinations of /s + b. s + g/ 
and /s + y/ do not merely give a [hi aJJophone of /s/, but result in the 
creation of the sound contrasts/~/ vs If!, Ix/ and /~/ vs. /h/ that the other 
varieties of Spanish do not have, while the combination of /s + U creates a 
0/s contrast. which does e1ist in Standard Spanish. but with a compJeteJy 
different distribution in the Je1icon. 
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Table 1 
Consonants of Standard European Spanish 
P. . h h d I rinc1ole D onemes. alloo ones an examo es 

/p/ (p) pan, plan, campo, [ml mama. San Pedro. 
mapa,Espafia,prado samba. campo 
tanto. hasta, tres. /ml 

/t/ [~l gato. otro [IIJl enfermo, en frente 

/k/ [k) 
coco. pisca. clima, 

[nl no. Ana. pan, canto crema, banco 
m ucho, chico. 

In/ 
banco, San Jose. 

1c1 [cl rancho [Dl pongo 

[el 
cabo,cabra,cable, 

/ff./ [fi) cafia,ancho desbastar. dos veces 
/b/ 

Vamosl cambio, (b) 
bronco [fl fuerte, flaco, 
nada, desde, If/ 

[~l care 
[E!] mad re 

/d/ 
[q] D6nde?. caldo [9] cinco, vez veces 

soga, una gata, /9/ 
(~] desgranar. algo [~] juzgar. luz verde 

/g/ 
GOmez. mango, [g) 
un gato [$1 solo. misa, mas. esto 

(obsolescent ) Isl desde, mismo. 
lfJ [fi:] 

calle 
[?] mas blanco 

(j) ayer.cane /1/ (1) jota. ojo, monje 
/y/ 

Lalo, alma, peral, 
[j] inyectar. un Ueno Ill (1) 

claro 

[~) agua, dos guantes Ir/ [rl caro. grado 
/w/ 

[g l un huarache. guante /R/ [f' l carro (parte, amar) 

N.B.: [~. q, E!l are apic~dentals; [$, ?l are slightly retroflexed 
(concave tongue) ap1c~alveolars, [f'] md1cates an ap1c~alveolar trill. 
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Table 2 

Modification of Consonants by /s/ in Seville .. 

Isl+ consonant 
sp, st, sk-> ~. se, sg, sy-> s ---> zero/ i.s.f.h•1 

ph, th, kh ~.e,x.~ pause 

Espana [ephaffa] las vacas [lapaka] las chozas [lac6sa J 
las sabanas [las~na] 

hasta [athaJ desde [geeeJ las fuentes [lafwentel 
estos casos a las doce los gemelos [lohemelo) [ethokhasol [ala06seJ 
busca [biJ.kha) disgusto [dixuthoJ •std. /1/ • Seville [hi 

los g6mez [lox6meJ Seville also has [hi from 
los Yuste [lo~utheJ Latin /fl where Std. 

Soanish has 0. 

Word-final /a/ before in.itial vowel 

s--> h /_# V 

los obreros [loho&reroJ 
vas a vemr? (Mha&enil 
que te has hecho? [ketaheeoJ,... 

*"'but: tu vas a venir? [~uaa&enil, varnos a ver [b&rnoaeeJ; 
and: rrus hiJOS [misiho), los ojOs (los6hol 
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The last context for syllable-final Isl. which is first in Table 2. is 
before voiceless stops. Ine1plicably it has never before been noticed that 
this results in aspirated voiceless stops. Everyone "knew" that /s/ became 
[hi. so that is what everyone heard: aspiration followed by voiceless stops 
instead of voiceless stops followed by aspiration. Elm is [pathal. WM is 
[kapha). ~ is [bukhal. Such words are transcribed (pahta) etc. in the 
linguistic atlas of Andalusia. Here are some minimal pairs: Qi1i leg; l2M1I. 
'dough; Wll. 'alpe; WM 'd111utru1T; m he tries; tw1i 'until; Q.ig it 
.fting.f; ~ 6 pinch: I have transcribed aspirated [~] with a dot under it. 
It is not actualJy retrofle1. but it is alveolar, whereas unaspirated /ti is 
dental. 

I shalJ attempt an explanation of these strange goings-on in terms of 
articulation. If we simply neglect to articulate any voiceless consonant while 
continuing to make it voiceless, the automatic result is merely expiration, i.e. 
[hi or aspiration. In the beginning of the shift of a consonant to (hi there is 
probably at first only relaxation of the articulation. then an articulatory 
gesture toward the articulation that has little or no acoustic effect, then 
finally, no articulation at all. This is what appears to have happened in the 
Old Spanish change of [fl to (hi. the Florentine change of !kl to [hi. the Proto
Greek change of Isl to (hi. etc. If syllable-final Isl ceased to be articulated in 
SeviJle Spanish. the result must have been a chunk of voiceless breath 
preceding the next sound, which is appro1imately what there stiJl is in some 
American dialects. But the chunk of voicelessness could easily combine with 
the next segment, making it partly or fulJy voiceless. Or, put another way, 
the following segment could be articulated too soon. while the voicelessness 
was stiJl there. What was formerly the folJowing segment is now 
simultaneous with the voiceless breath, and is therefore a voiceless segment. 
The voicelessness of the former /s/ is added to whatever used to follow the 
Isl. So (ml becomes [DJ], 9 -> fJ, a-> e, etc In the case of the voiceless stops, 
since they are already voiceless. they become aspirated. which is merely 
Wl:a.-devoiced because of increased delay in voice-onset time. (An aspirated 
voiceless sound is merely more thoroughly voiceless than an unaspirated 
one.) 

But I would like to emphasize that, although the phonetic explanation 
of these changes is simple, their effect on the phonological system is 
profound. The number of consonant phonemes is nearly doubled; and there 
is a contrast between /h/ and /1/, between /fl and If!/, and between 
aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops - phenomena which do not occur, 
so far as is known, in any other Neo-Latin dialect. 
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There are two things about Seville /s/ that I .have not yet mentioned 
although they are both illustrated in Table 2. The simpler one is on the very 
last line of the Table. When a word which begins with a vowel has its second 
syllable beg.inning with /hi, the final /s/ of a preceding word is retained, so 
that mis hijos 'my .fOIJ.r; and los ojqa 'the eye.r' are not [mihihol and 
[lob<'>hol but [misiho) and [Josohol. The other is that final Isl is dropped 
from verbs where its presence does not distinguish one form from another. 
In 1.vas a yenir? Are you Ko.inK lo CfJmel" [babaeenil the presence of lb/ 
signals second person and distinguishes Are you KOJOg lo CfJ1Dt1?' from ls he 
KOUJK to cv111el' 1.va a venir? [baeenil. But in Meaeen!J (Std. 
!tt19a$a0en1r]) the presence of the subject pronoun ill. signals second person, 
and !hi is generally omitted. Likewise, the first person plural ending .:m21, 
which is unambiguously first person plural whether the t is there or not, is 
generally reduced to 1-mol. no matter what follows it. So, instead of 
[bamohaeel (Std. [bamo$aeerJ) we have [bamoaeel for Jet's S#.' 
Unfortunately, everything I have mentioned is further complicated by the 
fact that SeviUanos know that their way of speaking is "incorrect", and on 
different levels of formality they make varying degrees of effort to conform 
to the standard, so therefore there is considerable variation, and there are 
many eiceptions to that which bas been presented here. 
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Notes 

I. Cf. for example, Castro 1924, Garcia de Diego 1959: 350-352. Llorente 
1962 

2. Probably still the most thorough treatment of standard European Spanish 
phonetics is Navarro 1918 (with new editions and reprintings up to the 
1960's). cf. also Alarcos Llorach 1961. 

3. There was considerable controversy concerning the phonological status of 
Spanish non-syllabic Iii and /u/ in the l 950's. A typical specimen is 
StockweU 1955. 

4. Although If.I > ly I is considered to be characteristicaUy Andalusian (and 
American), as noted at the beginning of this paper. parts of Andalusia and 
America preserve the fi. - y contrast while most of Castilla la Nueva has lost 
it. 

5. And, incidentally, about Spanish America, and therefore another mistaken 
reason for thinking that American Spanish is Andalusian. 

6. EspeciaHy in the province of Huelva, but also in the province of SeviJJe. 
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Nucteac Phonotogy and Aspiration and Plappin1 in En1Hs.b• 

Robert W. Murray 
Department of Linguistics 
The University of Calgary 

1.0 The element of unpredictability in syllable structure 

Linguists have long been preoccupied with the idea of proposing 
universal principles of syl1able structure that would, in particular, predict 
the position of the nucleus and the syl1able boundaries in a given sequence 
of segments. Various approaches to this problem have been proposed 
including those based on the relative phonological strength of the segments 
(cf. Hooper 1976) and the distributional approach which attempts to relate 
word internal syllable boundaries with word initial and word final 
boundaries (cf. Kury!<>wicz 1960). 

The difficulties involved in the former type of approach, which 
attempts to state universal rules of syllable boundary placement in terms of 
segmental strength hierarchies such as ( l ), are readily apparent. 

( 1) Glides Liquids Nasals Fricatives Stops 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~) 

Given an intervocalic sequence C,lj·, where i and j refer to the strength of 
the C's on the Consonantal Strength Scale, it does seem to be the case that 
(2a) generally (universally?) holds; i.e., heterosyllabication is evident. 
However, in the event that the strength relation between the two C's is 
reversed, the syllable boundary cannot be placed by any universal rule. as 
shown in (2b ). In this case, language specific variation prevails. Even closely 
related dialects such as Icelandic and Faroese can vary in subtle ways as 
shown in (2c) (cf. Vennemann l 972, and Murray and Vennemann 1983): 

(2a) If VC,ljVand is.jthen Vlj$ljV(e.g. aj$/.( arS1.- u$11 etcJ 
b) If Vl;ljVand i>j then VIC,lj·V(e.g. dtr.a) 

OR VC;lljV (e.g. ilt$r.a) 
c) Faroese e $p.IJ,° Icelandic ep$/i 

BeU (1976) discusses a number of claims made by proponents of the 
distributional approach and clearly demonstrates that al! proposals to date 
have counterexamples. For example, one of the most sweeping genera-
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lizations made by those accepting the view that a distributional definition of 
the syllable is possible is formulated by Bell ( 1976:225) as in (3): 

(3) If an intersyllabic sequence of consonants is analyzable into 
permissible word-initial and word-final clusters. then the 
syllable boundary does not fall between non-permissible 
clusters. 

Although BeJJ { 1976) notes that the principle in many cases bolds true, 
counterexamples can be found. He discusses the case of Huichol which bas 
word initial pt-, pl:-, and mt- and no word final consonants. These clusters 
also occur word internally between vowels and, contrary to (3), the word 
internal clusters are syllabified Vp$tV. Vp$.kV. and Vm$tV (cf. Mcintosh 
1945): 

(4) Counterexamples to 3 
a) word intial: pt-, l:t-, mt-
b) word final: NO CONSONANTS 
c) word medial: -pt-, -l:t-, -mt-
d) syUable structure: Vp$tV, Vi$tV, Vm$tV 
el pti$ u$.tr.t$i 'he ate' 

pep$ti$.tr1l.K1 'you will sing' 

The heterosyllabication of word internal clusters results in sylJable 
structures which do not occur word finally (i.e. -C$) in contradiction to the 
general principle in (3 ). 

Although some recent studies continue to assume the validity of the 
distributional approach to syllable structure (e.g. Kahn 1976, Kiparsky 1981, 
Selkirk 1982), they do not show signs of improving on the traditional 
approaches. Indeed. Bell ( 1976) concluded that all attempts to define the 
syllable in terms of the distributional properties of segments are doomed to 
failure. Bell's conclusion is inevitable if one accepts the arguments in 
Vennemann { 1987) where it is proposed that an identical sequence of 
segments. even within the same language, may vary in three different ways 
according to sylJable structure: 

(5 a) positioning of the nucleus: e.g. a sequence Cm may be C,111 or Crp. 
/lantfn/ vs. /eprq./ (l11Dtero, 11proo) 
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b) number of syHables; in some diaJects the difference between peddlioK 
and pedilfioK is one of syHable structure; cf. disyJJabic lpEdlIDI vs. 
trisyJJabic !pEd,lIDI 

cl placement of syllable boundary; e.g. the sequence VKJV may be 
divided V$k/Vor JIK$JV in German; cf. e$.tlt~ for ekliK 
'disgusting' but jekSlt~ for J°eKfich 'each'. On the latter division, 
the syJJable boundary corresponds with an assumed morpheme 
boundary.) 

Accordingly, although tendencies cannot be denied. it must be 
concluded that syllable structure is not totally predictable on the basis of 
universal principles relating word initial/final cluster possibilities with word 
internal syllable boundaries. nor in terms of segmental strength hierarchies. 

2.0 SyUable structure and ambisyllabicity 

It might be argued that the aspects of syllable structure discussed in 
section l do not justify the outright rejection of approaches to segmental 
organization based on the placement of syJJabJe boundaries. Rather. it is 
only necessary in a given sequence of segments to mark the nucleus and 
specify the syJJable boundaries with (partially) language specific rules. It is. 
however. more complicated than that. Vennemann ( 1987) demonstrates 
that in any such approach, it is necessary, at least for some languages such as 
Standard German (and probably English), to introduce the notion of 
ambisyllabicity. 

The introduction of ambisyJJabic segments into phonological analyses 
has frequently bothered linguists. For example, Picard ( l 984:56) states: 

Ambisyllabicity is simply one of those ad hoc devices which 
seem to pop up once in a while albeit in slightly different 
guises, and which, much like the so-called sonority hierarchy, 
appears to have little or no substance. 

Although some linguists have argued that the notion of 
ambisyllabicity need not be introduced into syJJabic phonology (e.g. Selkirk 
1982), Vennemann ( 1987) cites clear evidence indicating the necessity of 
postulating ambisyJJabic segments in German. In this language, lai vowels 
can only occur in closed syllables: 
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(6 a) Hock /Dk/ 'skirt' 
b) Hoilen /r:>g~n/ ·rye' 

It would seem. at first glance, that a VCS V structure must be posited for 
German to account for the open lai vowel in HogKen /r:>gan/ 'rye·; viz. 
/r:>g~n/. However. this language also has a syllable final devoicing rule. 
Accordingly, a structure such as lsS (VJ should be susceptible to the process: 

(7 a) /tag/ > [tak) 
b) /r:idan/ > •[r:>kan) 

In assuming ambisyllabicity, however, it can be stated that the /g/ in H{}ff8en 
both closes the first sylJable (thus allowing /:>/) and begins the folJowing 
sylJable (and is accordingly not subject to devoicing). German. then. seems to 
present a strong case in favour of ambisyllabicity. 

Consequently, if one accepts the idea of introducing syllable 
boundaries in order to make generalizations about a,language or language in 
general, it would seem that the concept of ambisyllabicity necessarily 
follows, at least for some languages. But, as Vennemann ( 1987) asks, does it 
make sense to state within a syllabic phonology that a segment is. at the 
same time, in weak offset position and strong onset position of the syllable?. 

3.0 Syllable structure, prosody, and bondiq 

In the above two sections, we have discussed two characteristics of 
syllable structure which have disturbed linguists: the element of 
unpredictability in the placement of syllable boundaries and the necessity of 
introducing segments with ambisyllabic status. Furthermore, it should be 
noted that syllable boundaries are notoriously difficult to pin down; they can 
vary significantly, particularly in relation to speech tempo (cf. Bailey 1978, 
Kahn 1976). Stress, for eumple. has the effect (at least in stress timed 
languages) of drawing marginal segments towards the peak; cf. t in enJire 
vs. enJity with aspiration in the former and possible flapping in the latter. 
Is this to be accounted for on the basis of syllable boundaries, and if so, 
where are they to be placed? Given the difficulties involved in theories 
based on syllable boundaries. it would seem desirable for linguists to begin 
developing new approaches to segmental organization. One possible 
approach would be to express the organization much more directly in terms 
of the cohesion relations holding among segments. In such an approach. 
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syllable structure would be epiphenomenal to the cohesion relations of the 
language. 

The foundations of such a theory are found in Bell ( 1979) and in 
Kreitmair ( 1984) (cf. also the discussion in Vennemann 1987). Kreitmair's 
approach, the most developed of the two, can be summarized as follows. He 
introduces five types of bonding: 

(8a) segment sequence bond denoted by (-); this bond defines the 
sequence of segments; e.g. b-u-k, boo.I:. 

b) complex segment bond denoted by (-); this bond binds a segment 
sequence into complex segments such as affricates or diphthongs, 
e.g. German d-a-m-p-f, f)gmpf. 

c) nucleus bond denoted by (,....,); this bond binds segments into 
compt!x nuclei. It may play a role in the equivalence of f/-f1 VJ 
and VC as constituting heavy syllables regardless of the number 
of segments which follow; 

~ -e.g. Y~ • V (cf. also Cements and Keyser 1983). 

d) syllabic bond denoted by (.); this bond binds segments into 
syllabic complexes, e.g. a+k+a+w+n+t, account. 

e) body bond denoted by ( · ); this bond accounts for the greater 
cohesion of segments in the body of the syllable (i.e. the nucleus 
plus preceding segments) as evidenced by coarticulation 
phenomena as opposed to the rhyme of the syllable (i.e. the 
nucleus plus following segments), e.g. b+l+J ... n ... k., blink. 

He also assumes the following affinities which are responsible for the 
presence or absence of bonds: 

(9 a) peak affinity 
b) peak environment affinity 
c) sequence affinities 

i) onset affinity 
ii) offset affinity 

In Vennemann's ( 1987:27) discussion of ~eitmair's approach, he 
summarizes the characteristics of these affinities as follows: 
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Peak affinity is the affinity between syllable peaks and the 
other segments bonded to it by the syllabic bond... Peak 
environment affinity is the affinity between syllable bonded 
segments standing before and after the peak: this affinity is 
responsible for the degree of compatibility of onset and offset 
types. Sequence affinities are the affinities between contiguous 
segments within onsets and within offsets. 

Vennemann labels theories of segmental organization based directly 
on such relations Nuclear Phonologies. In a Nuclear Phonology only the 
placement of the nucleus would have to be given (although in certain 
individual cases as mentioned above, other syllable structure information 
might have to be supplied, e.g. Germ. (/e$kli~/ vs. /jeUli~/) and all bonding 
relations would foJJow from the affinities. It seems to me that such an 
approach can be applied fruitfuJJy to recalcitrant problems in English 
phonology . 

.f.0 Previous treatments of aspiration aad flapping iJl English 

The set of problems to be dealt with is that of flapping and aspiration 
in English as these are clearly related to various bonding relations. Previous 
treatments have encountered a number of difficulties. For example, Kahn's 
approach to the difference in aspiration of l2 in words such as apon and 
depart can be summarized as follows (cf. Picard, 1984: 48 ): 

"/p,t,k/ are aspirated if and only if they are both syllable-initial 
and non-syllable final." 

s 
Thus. the ambisyllabic 11 in apoo ( aporj is not aspirated, whereas the 
syllable initial 11 in depart ( de$par~ is. 

There are at least two major problems with Kahn's approach as Picard 
notes. First of all, ((ahn's syllable structure assignment rules would generate 
the following structures (for details, cf. Kahn; 1976: 32f.): 
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$ 
(I 0 a) after 

$ 
b) Boston 

$ 
c) bodkin 

$ 
d) napkin 

Since, however, there is no evidence of ambisyl!abicity in the latter two 
cases, Kahn must introduce arbitrary conventions to yield what he believes 
are the correct syl!able structures. (I Oc) is blocked by assuming that Sf.i..: 
belongs to a class of universally prohibited clusters. (!Od), however, (a 
relatively frequent cluster) must be blocked by assuming that it is a highly 
marked one. It is unclear, however, if this cluster is in any way more 
marked than &in ( !Oa). Accordingly, Kahn"s introduction of heterosyl!abi
cation of bod$J:io and 011p$J:io is somewhat_ arbitrary. 

Secondly, as Picard also notes, the analysis is observationalJy 
inadequate. On the basis of Kahn's syl!able structure assignment rules, 
structures such as pill$ try and couo $try result. In these forms, however. 
the I is not aspirated or, at least, shows less aspiration than I preceding a 
stressed vowel; cf. pi/try vs. poltro<io. This difference in aspiration can not 
be accounted for in Kahn"s approach. 

5.0 A nuclear treatment 

In this section, I would l.iJce to provide a bare sketch of a a nuclear 
treatment of aspiration and flapping in English. The discussion here will be 
limited to I only, on the assumption that the treatment of p and J: parallels 
that of l Furthermore, sC sequences are not considered as they appear to 
show no variation whether word initial or word internal. In both cases an 
unaspirated variant is found; cf. stJU and disti.B The data to be considered 
are found in ( 11 ): 

( 1 I) Aspiration 
a)Iom 
b) atomic 
c) auribute 
d) artistic 
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No Aspiration (No Flapping) 
e) cal 
f) a.uribute 

Flapping 
g) aiom 
h) artist 

Let us note first of au the interrelationship of stress and peak affinity. 
Previous studies have noted that stress has the effect of attracting marginal 
segments to the peak of the syllable. For enmple, Bailey ( 1978 l accounts 
for the nasal assimilation in (I 2a), contrasted with the lack of assimilation in 
(I 2b ), in terms of a differential syllabication based on the different stress 
pattern: 

( 12 a) c0[8$ress 
b) conSsre.monllf 

He assumes the syUable structure {8Sr. which he offers as the basis for the 
assimilation, to be a consequence of the effect of the immediately preceding 
stress. According to Bailey, consonants are attracted to a stressed nucleus in 
a stress timed language such as English. As BeJJ ( 1979) .however points out, 
similar assimilations also occur in syUable timed languages where such 
syJJable structures could not be motivated. Furthermore, it is clear that an 
explanation in terms of syJJable boundary placement alone cannot account 
for the fact that at faster speech tempos nasal assimilation DOBS occur in 
aJ/161"6.~ionai Indeed, it would appear that approaches based on syJJable 
boundaries would have to assume that in faster speech tempos, the 
consonants would be attracted to a preceding UNSTllSSBD nucleus: slow 
conSpessionllf >fast C0(8$ressionai In a nuclear phonology, the "attrac
tion" of marginal segments to a stressed pea.k is accounted for in terms of the 
increase in peak affinity induced by stress which results in syJJabic bonding: 

( 13 a) k+a .. n ... g-r+e ... s 
b) k+a .. n-g+r+e ... ~L 

Assuming that besides stress, proximity (of a segment to a pea.k) also plays a 
crucial role, we can state the foUowing two general characteristics of pea.k 
affinity: 
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( 14) Peak Affinity 
a) The peak affinity of a (marginal) segment increases when the peak is 

stressed. 
b) The peak affinity of a (marginal) segment increases with proximity 

(linear closeness) to a peak. 

Assuming further that: 

( 1 S al the stressed peak has primacy over the unstressed peak. 
b) segments to the left of the peak are more susceptible to bonding 

than segments to the right of the peak (in recognition of 
coarticulation phenomena) and, 

c) peak affinity can only bond sequences that have onset/offset 
affinity, 

then the following bonding relations can be proposed: 

( 16 l Bonding relations 
a) Stressed Peak (Maiimal body and syllabic bonding) 

All (marginal) segments/sequences compatible with the 
onset/offset affinities are bonded to a stressed peak. 

b) Unstressed Peak (Minimal body and syllabic bonding) 
I) The immediately preceding (marginal) segment (and only 

this segment) is body/syllabic bonded with an unstressed 
peak. 

2) All unbonded (marginal) sequences are syllabic bonded to 
the closest (unstressed) peak. 

There is then a tentative hierarchy here; viz. ( 16a) has priority over (I 6b 1) 
which, in turn, has priority over ( l 6b2). The hierarchy is intended to reflect 
a) the primacy of stressed peaks over unstressed peaks and b J the tighter 
bonding to the peak of segments to the left of the peak than of segments to 
the right (cf. (15) above). 

Focusing on only relevant portions of the data in ( 11 ), we have the 
body and syllabic bondings in ( 17). All sequences compatible with the 
onset/offset affinities are bonded to the stressed nucleus. 
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(17) Stressed Peak (Ma1imal body and syllabic bonding) 
a) t+6 ... m (Tom) 
bl ... t+e ... m ... (atomic) 
cl ... t+r+i .. b ... (attribute) 
d) ... t+i .. s ... (artistic) 
el ... ce ... t (cat) 
f) ce .. t... (attribute) 
g) af! .. t ... (atoml 
h) a .. r .. t... (artist) 

In accordance with ( 16b 1 ), we have the body bonding in ( 18a-c); i.e., 
the segment preceding the unstressed nucleus is bonded to it: 

( 18) Unstressed Peak (Minimal body bonding) 
a) ... r+i... (attribute) (cf. 1 lf. 17fl 
bl ... t+a ... (atoml (cf.I lg, t7gJ 
c) ... t+i ... (artist) (cf. l lh. 17h) 

In accordance with ( 16b2 ). the unbonded liquid is bonded to the 
unstressed nucleus: 

( 19) a. .. r ... (artistic)(cf. 1ld,17d) 

In summary, we have the following bonding relations: 

(20 a) Tom t+e .. m 
b) atomic a-t+e .. m ... 
c) attribute 
d) artistic a .. r-t+i .. s ... 
e) cat k+ce .. t 
f) attribute ce ... t-r+r... 
g) atom ce ... t+a .. m 
h) artist 6 .. r .. t +1... 

I would like now to formulate three constraints to account for the 
distribution of the aspirated, unaspirated, and flapped I observed above. 
Before I do that, however. it is necessary to introduce two definitions to 
facilitate the statement of the conditions: 
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(21) Definitions 
a) a free segment: absence of left-syllabic bonding 
b) a tied segment: presence of left-syllabic bonding 

We can now formulate three constraints for a nuclear phonology of 
English. These apply at a regular or regular to fast speech tempo. 

(22) Positive constraints (for regular to fast speech tempo) 
a) a free I is aspirated 
b) a tied t is not aspirated 
c) a tied body-bonded t is flapped 

Finally, it should be noted that the lack of aspiration in forms such as 
AJ/lllllic (vs. aspiration in 11ttribute ) requires no special treatment. A ti 
sequence cannot be body bonded since there is no onset affinity of t and 1 
in English. The J is not free in AJ/llDlic but is rather bonded to the 
previous unstressed nucleus. Accordingly, a necessary precondition for 
aspiration is not met. Furthermore, the lack of flapping in forms such as 
111"/er, actor, etc. (vs. flapping in artist} also requires no special treatment in 
the phonology of English since the lack of flapping is a consequence of the 
following universal (cf. Perry 1977, Murray 1987): 

Voicing cannot be turned off and then on again in the same syllable. 

Consequently, flapping is impossible in ?f .. f .. t+~ ( /J/'ten and ?f .. k .. t+~ ( 11cton 
since f .. D and k.,.D are in violation of the universal but possible in e.,.r.,.t+1 ... s ... t 
( utistJ since r .. o would not be blocked by the universal. 
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6.0 Conclusion 

One reaction to Nuclear Phonology will probably be: Doesn't it raise 
more questions than it answers? That should not be a major concern. First 
of all. it is in a very early stage of development. Secondly, by enabling us to 
at least pose questions which have never been asked before. it wiU I believe 
prove to be a useful tool in our exploration of the intricacies of segmental 
orgaruzation. For example, it was mentioned above that approaches based on 
syUable boundaries would have difficulty accounting for the assimilation in 
rast soeech C01161"ess1onlll Cwtth ~vs. slow soeech COJJ11ress1on111 cwtth am. 
Would it be atlllumed that the segments are attracted to the 
UNSTRESSED peak in faster tempos; slow con Sgression/I/ fast co~ 
Sre.r.rionlli In a nuclear phonology, such assimilations are not problematic. 
Bonding strength increases with speech tempo and assimilation is an 
expected consequence of such tightly bonded structures. 

At least three goals of future reseach can be outlined: 

a} to provide in-depth analyses of the bonding relations and affinities 
evident in individual languages 

b) to determine the extent and in which ways the language specific bonding 
relations can deviate from unmarked or preferred syllable structure: e.g. 
in English body bonding of tr V- may occur but not of rt V-. Such body 
bonds reflect relatively preferred syllable structures in.accordance with a 
markedness theory relating the organization of segments within the 
syllable in terms of relative phonological strength 

c) to determine the role of the various bonding relations in sound change; 
e.g.. a difference in bonding may be the source of differential 
developments such as Spanish gordo 'fat' with (OJ but mondo 'world' 
with [d). 
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1-Asc9lllioa vs. causative Clause Union IA Modern Hebrew 

1.0 Introduction. 

Leone Sveinson 
Department of UnguiStics 

University of catgary 

An assumption has been made that there are two types of causative 
clause union in Modern Hebrew (Cole 1976). Subsequent to revieWing Cole's 
work an interesting imbroglio transpired When it came to light that perhaps 
his premise is wrong. Perhaps the structures that he labels as having 
undergone clause union do not involve union at all. In this paper we shall 
examine the possibility that this observation may be true. The framework to 
be employed will be that of Relational Grammar (Perlmutter and Postal 
1974, 1983). The foUoWing formalisms are important to the current 
discussion: 

( 1) Terms: Subject • 1 
Direct Object • 2 
Indirect Object • 3 

Nonterms: Chomeur • CHO 

(2) Chomeur Condition: It a nominal A bears a given term relation in 
stratum-I, and if a nominal 8 bears the same 
relation in stratum-I+ 1, then A bears the 
chomeur relation in stratum-I+ 1. 

This condition explains that chomeurs are basically created by 
displacement of one grammatical relation by another. Typically, chomeurs 
are created in 2-1 advancement (passivization) When the advancing 2 
assumes a 1 status and consequently creates a 1-CHO. Chomeurs are also 
created in I-ascension When the embedded 1 ascends to a 2 status in the 
matrix clause and places the remainder of the embedded clause en chomage. 

(3) Relational Succession Law: An ascended nominal must take on 
the grammatical relation of its host. 

This law refers to the downstairs clause as the 'host' of the ascension. 
If the host bears a 2 relation, then the ascendee from the downstairs clause 
will bear a 2 relation in the upstairs clause. If the host bears a I relation, 
then the ascendee from the downstairs clause will bear a 1 relation in the 
upstairs clause. One consequence of this type of ascension is that the host is 
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placed en <:homage according to t:lle Chomtur condition. 

Given Ult possibility that COlt's premise may bt !law.d, it 5"IDS 
reasonable to ask: If tllt st.ruetures do not reprtStnt clause ll1lion, What do 
tlley rtprtStnt? What particular process can accurately account for tllt 
data? Th• tlleory being posited here is tllat, instead of claus. ll1lion, What 
we are looking at is tllt phenomenon of 1-ascenston. 

To begin tlle investigation wt nttd to first look at tllt differences 
bttwttn causative claus. ll1lion and 1-ascension, and see Which of tllese tllt 
Hebrew data concurs Witll. Then, since wt are claiming that 1-ascension 
accounts for the data, we Will have to look at several tests Which support tbiS 
notion over that of clause ll1lion. 

To become familiar "1ttll tllt contrast between ll1lion and asctnston it 
is htlpfut to consider the findings of Don Frantz ( 19a 1) which expose a 
similar phenomenon in French. Ht txplainS tllat French llas two types of 
causative structures but only one of tllese involves ll1lion. The follo"1tng 
examples art taken from his article to provide clear evidence of tlle point he 
makes. His claim is that in tlle follo"1tng sent.flees, (4) and (6) are tllt 
nonll1lion causatives Whitt (5) and (7) are tlle actual ll1lion structures. 

(4) Jt laisstrai Jean boirt. 
I ltt:tut J. drink 

(5) J• laisstrai t>otre Jean 
I ltt:tut drink J. 

(6) J• laisserai Jean boire lt vin. 
I ltt:tut J. drink tllt Wint 

(7) J• tatsserai t>otre 1• vin i Jean. 
I ltt:tut_ drink tllt Wine to J. 

Frantz makes tlle observation tllat in (4) /Nil is a final-2 as a result of 1· 
ascension (subject to object raising), Where the downstairs final·! ascends to 
become tllt 2 in tlle matrtx clause. Nott that it is positioned to tllt right of 
tllt predicate. In (5), however, /N11 is still a final-2 but is tllt result of 
claus. ll1lion. In this latter case note tllt posit.ioning of A?i.rt9. Instead of 
/N.11 ~placed to tll• right of tllt prtdicat., ~ assumes tllts position. 



Frantz txplains thiS by saying that a!ter union, tht original downstairs 
prtdicatt (now a prtdicate tmeritus, according to Frantz), is mort clostly 
linktd wtth tht matriX prtdicate. It is no longer sitting in the downstairs 
clause as in asctnsion, Sinct one ot tht constqUtnctS ot union is that tllt two 
original clauses collapst. Because ot this, a predicate 'complex' is formed 
which consists ot tht matriX predicate and the prtdicate emeritus. What wt 
are trying to &stablish here is that a!ter union the two prtdicatts are 
somehow linked, and superficially this is borne out by their adjactncy in the 
Stnttnct. 

In addition to this, Stnttnces (5) and (7) also demonstrate a significant 
dittertnct. In (6) f>()iftJ is an infinitive and /NJJ is a final-2 (similar to (4)). 
In (7), however, a!ter clause union /NJJ is a ftnal-3 and is therefore marked 
With the preposition ": Which is used elsewhere in tlle language to mark 
nominals bearing this grammatical relation. 

For clarity, the relational networks !or (4) to (7) are presented below 
in <a>to <11>. 

<a) Ascension 

drink Jean 
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(9) Union 

( 1 o) Ase.nsion 

drink Jean Wint 
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(11) Union 

ltt 1P\ \ 
drink J•an 'Wint 

Further t.o his argument, Frantz dtmonstrat:es that, since in tht case of 
ascension, two indtptndent prtdicat:es remain, both can be negated. In the 
union structures, however, any attempt t.o negate only the predicate 
emeritus 'Will yield ungrammatical resUlts. · 

2.0 Word Ord•r & Ca•-martiq 

With this introduct.ory information as a point of departure, let us 
eamint the data from Hebrew and SM how it responds t.o this type of 
analysis. 

COnsider the tollo'Wing sentences: 

( 12) Mary natna et hashevtr le John. 
M. gave ACC the book t.o J. 
'Mary gave the book t.o John.· 

( 13) Ilana amra she Mary natna et hasbtvtr le John. 
I. said that M. gave ACC the book t.o J. 
'Ilana said that Mary gave the book t.o John.' 

( 14) Ilana hicbracb et Mary latet et bashevtr le John. 
I. caused ACC M. t.o give ACC the book t.o J. 
'Ilana made Mary give the book t.o John.' 
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Stntttlct ( 12) ts a Simplt monoclausal sttuctur• Wbich dtmonstratts th• cast 
martJq and ordtring ot tltmtnts. Stntttlct ( 13) tlDtmplitits a biclausal 
sttucturt, 'ln wtlieh sl# indicatts th• boundary bttwittn tht matrtx and 
tmbtd<Md claust. Notict that thtrt is no ovtrt cast marking on Muy. Tilis 
contrasts With Mary btaring accusative case marking in ( 14) Which is tht 
causativt construction. 

Upon txamining ( 14) wt note stvtrat salitnt characteristics wtlich 
Frantz claims art indicativt ot nonunion causativts. In particular, tht 
cSOWn1Wr1 prtdicatt ts not immfdiattly adjaetnt to the main causativt 
predicate, suggtsting that they are not linked togtther to form the complex 
that is typical of union. Secondly, as w have mtntioned, the original 
embtddtd 1 (Mary), btars an accusativt marktr Wbich suggests that it has 
undergone 1-asctnston (subject to object raising). 

3.0 .... tiOG 

In addition, if wt attempt to negate the predicates in ( 14) the 
!ollowtng Stntttlce results. 

( 15) Ilana to hichrach tt Mary lo tat.et et hasllevtr le John. 
M. not caused ACC M. not to givt ACC tht book to J. 
'Ilana did not make Mary not give tht book to John.· 

It apptars, initially at ttast, that Wbat Cott ( 1976) has dtscribtd as 
union is 1-asctnSion. To sut>stantJatt tbis, bowtvtr, wt are going to havt to 
put our thtory to turtlltr tests. 

4.0 Mono- n. Biclausal 

It is understood that in causativt clause union t'tllO claustS collapse to 
form a singlt clause, and the etemtnts of the origUla1 comptemtnt clause 
take on grammatical relations in the matriX clause. It union has occurred in 
the structure that wt are enm1n1ng, wt tlptct thtn that wt are dealing 
With only one claUSt. 

In addition, Ptrtmutttr and Postal ( 1974) claim that the changts in 
grammatical relations in causative claUSt union can bt accounted for by 
assuming the followtng characteristics of claUSt union: 

.. 
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( 16) 
a) Downstairs (em1*lded/complement) fl.nal-2 of a transitive claust 

btcomts an upstairs 2 in the union stratum. 
b) Downstairs final-1 of a tranSitive claust btcomts an upstairs 3 in 

th• union stratum. 
c) Downstairs final-1 of an intransitive claust btcomts an upstairs 2 in 

th• union stratum. 

Given thtst notions, it w. ~• to assume that in ( 14) union had occurred, 
( 17) providts the rtsUlting relational network. 

( 17) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

J 

If how.vtr, 1-ascension has occurred, then in addition to the cast 
marking and positioning of elements that w. have already noted, w. should 
also find evidtnc. of an internal claust boundary. Were w. to assume that 
ascension had occurred, the relational network would be as follo'WS in ( 18): 
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(16) 

gin Mary tht book John 
~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

! 

l*ause the downstairs 1 has aseended as a 2, the initial 2 must ~ 
put tfll t':bt.'Jl!MJ:t'. In this particular case wt know that the complement 1 
ascends as a 2 as a result of tht Relational Succession Law. 

Wt art claiming that I -ascension has occurred and not union. To thiS 
point wt havt noted tht characteriStics of taeh, and determined that one of 
tht most Salient differences is that in union tht internal Clause boundary is 
destroyed, Wbilt in 1-ascenston it is preserved. 

It wt can find tests that are sensttivt to the presence or absence of 
tht internal Clause boundary, we sbould ~able to det.ermin• With an even 
greater degrff of definitiveness Wbtthtr 1-asc.nsion or Clause union has 
occurred. In many languages passiv• constructions, topicalizatton and tht 
use of reflelives vs. pronomtnals art affected by th• presence or absence of 
an internal Clause boundary. Let us take taeh one of t.btst and dtt.ermint, 
independent of causative Clauses, if th•Y exbibit sensttivtty to internal Clause 
boundaries in Hebrew. Should wt find that they are affected, then by 
applying these tests to the causative structures wt may find the necessary 
tVidence to tither support or refute our Claim that 1-ascension has occurred 
in structurts l.ikt that of (14). 

In the pages that follow the embedded Clause in the biclausal 
structure is bounded by brackets ·1. . .I'. For the sake of clarity thiS is al.SO 
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done in the causative structures. It may seem presumptuous at this point to 
nave included brackets in the latter case when as of yet, we have not proven 
that there is indeed an embedded clause. 5ut the inclusion of brackets in 
these structures at least indicates Where those internal boundaries coUld 
occur if we are looking at 1-ascension and not causative clause union. 

4. 1 Passi.,.. Constructions 

Consider the followtng sentences: 

( 19) Mary natna et hashever le John. 
M. gave ACC the book to J. 
'Mary gave the book to John.' 

(20) Hashever nitan le John al yeldei Mary. 
the book was given to J. by M. 
The book was given to John by Mary. 

As an aside, it is important here to note that 3-2 advancement (dative 
movement) d~ not occur in Hebrew. The following sentences demonstrate 
this fact and additional evidence is also cited in Cole (1976). 

(2 1) Natati le Omer et hatopouach. 
(I) gave DAT 0. ACC the apple 
·1 gave the apple to Omer.' 

(22)**Natati et Omer et hatopouach. 
(I)gave ACC 0. ACC the apple 
'I gave Omer the apple.' 

(23 Hem sha1xu le David et naouga. 
They sent DAT D. ACC the cake 
'They sent the cake to David.' 

(24) **Hem shalxu et David et haouga. 
They sent ACC D. ACC the cake 
They sent Davide the cake.' 

In (21) and (23) the indirect object is marked with the DAT case. It 
should be noted here that in tither inStance, the indirect object coUld also 
occur in the position aft.er the direct object. According to the informants that 
were consulted for this paper, however, the order of constituents that 
appears in (2 1) and (2 3) is the most common. 
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In (22) and (24) When tlle indirect object is made to advance to direct 
object and tllus b9ar ACC case marking, tlle result is ungrammatical. This 
was confirmed unanimously by all intormants. 

Referring back to the structures in ( 19) and (20), (20) represents the 
passive counterpart of the monoc1ausa1 construction in ( 19). Given that 3-2 
advancement does not occur in Hebrew, there is no instance Where /"1JJJ (tllt 
indirect object) can be promot.d to 1. It apJ*!S that only 2·s are subject to 
passiviZation. 

The follo'Wing series of sentences display the passive pattern in 
bic1ausa1 structures. 

(25) Ilana amra (she Mary natna et ha.Shever le John!. 
I. said [that M. gave ACC the book to J.) 
·uana said that Mary gave the book to John.' 

(26) Ilana amra (she hashever nitan le John al ye1dei Maryl. 
I. said [that the book 'W!S given to}. by M.J 
·uana said that the book was given to John by Mary.' 

(27>**Hashever neamra al yel<* Ilana (she Mary natna 1e John). 
the book was said by I. [that M. gave to J.J 
The book was said by Ilana that Mary gave to John.' 

(25) represents a straightforward biclausal structure tllat does not 
involve any causative predicates. In (26) it ts possible to passiVize 'Within 
the embedded clause. In (27), howver, passive is not permitted across tlle 
int.rna1 clause boundary. In other words, tllt final 2 of t.ht downstairs 
clause cannot be advanced to l in t.ht mat.rtz clause, alt.hough it can advance 
to 1 Within tlle embedded clause. 

Now let us consider What might happen When w ellamine the 
causative constructions. 

(28) Ilana hichrach et Mary [latet et hashever le John). 
I. caused ACC 'M. [to give ACC tlle book to J.) 
'Ilana ~ Mary give the book to John.' 

Based on (28), it union haS occurred w woUld expect that tJJ~ bt.'JOk 
shoUld be able to undergo passive because it is the !inal-2 (see relational 
network ( 17)). Since there are no int.rnal clause boundaries, w woUld also 
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assume that tllere is nothing preventing it from advancing to subject 
position. Note tlle resUlts in (2 9). (Braekets have not been included because 
we are assuming tllat causative clause union has occurred.) 

(29) **Hashtver hochracha al yeldei Ilana Mary nat.na le John. 
the book was made by I. M. gave to J. 
The book was made by Ilana Mary gave to John.' 

The predicted resUlts of union are clearly ungrammatical. On the other hand, 
it 1-ascension has occurred, we woutd expect that Mary (after ascending to 
2 in the main clause), should be able to undergo subsequent passivization. 
Note the grammatical resUlt in (30). 

(30) Mary hochracha al yeldei Ilana (latet et hashever le John]. 
M. was made by I. Ito give ACT. the book to J .J 
'Mary was made by Ilana to give the book to John.· 

If we take a st.raigllttorward biclausal st.ructure and attempt to 
passivize the entire embedded clause, we get the grammatical sentence in 
(31 ). 

(31) [She Mary nat.na et hashever le John) neamra al yeldei Ilana. 
that M. gave ACT. the book to J.J was said by I. 
'That Mary gave the book to John was said by Ilana.' 

In (31) the entire embedded clause !unctions as a direct object and 
can thus undergo passivization. Native speaker response to this st.ructure 
was that it was cumbersone but considered grammatical. This confirmed 
that clausal 2s can undergo 2-1 advancement. 

With the causative st.ructure, however, it the lower subject has 
ascended to the mat.fix clause and puts the remainder of the embedded 
clause NJ c/J,1.mage (re: <Hm. then any attempt to passivize the embedded 
clause should be ungrammatical. Note the results in (32). 

(32) **(latet et hashever le John) hochracha Mary al yeldei Ilana. 
[to give ACC the book to J.I was made M. by I. 
'To give the book to John was made Mary by Ilana.' 

This latter eDrcise does not definitively indicate that the remainder 
of the embedded clause is a 2-CHO. To confirm this we would have to 
establish tests that are sensitive specifically to 2-CHO's. It does, however, 
tell us that the remaining embedded clause (after 1-ascension) is not a 2. 
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Th• t11mplts involVing pustvt indicatt t.bat in th• causative 
structure ther• is a Claus. boundary to Wbidl tht proctSS ot 2 to 1 
advanctmtnt is MnSittvt. This coUld not bt accounted for it tht structure 
was tht rtsUlt of causatJvt claust union. 

4.2 TopicalizatiOll 

Somt languages Will not permit an •m~ dirtct objtct or indirtct 
object to movt to th• beginning of th• matrix clause by TopicaUzatJon. (33) 
to (35) extmplity topicalization in monoclausal stntencts. 

(33) Mary natna tt hashtver lt John. 
M. gavt A.CC tht book to J. 
'Mary gavt tht book to John.' 

(34) Lt John Mary natna tt hashtvtr. 
to J. M. gavt A.CC th• book 
'To John, Mary gavt th• book.' 

(35) it haslltvtr Mary natna lt John. 
A.CC tht book M. gavt to J. 
'Tht book, Mary gave to John.· 

(33) reprtstnts a simple clause containing both a dirtct object and 
indirtct objtct. When tht indirtct objtct is topicaliZtd in (34), tht rtsUlt is 
grammatical. Liktwtse, in (35) Wtltn tbt dirtct objtct is topicaliztd, th• 
rtsUlt is grammatical. Thtst txampltS dtmonstratt t.bat as long as the dirtct 
objtct and indirtct objtct art in tht main Clause, thty can bt topicaliztd. 

OUr concern, how.ver, is With What happens When tht indirtct object 
and direct object ot an embedded clause art topicaliztd to th• matriX clause. 
iJampltS (36) to (38) dtmonstratt this possibility. 

(36) Ilana amra [sllt Mary natna tt hashtver lt John]. 
I. said [that M. gavt A.CC tht book to J.] 
'Ilana said that Mary gavt tht book to John.' 

(37)**Lt John Ilana amra (sh• Mary natna tt hashtverJ. 
to J. I. said (that M gavt A.CC tht book 
'To John, Ilana said that Mary gavt tht book.' 
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(3a)**Et hashever Ilana amra [she Mary natna le John). 
ACC tne bOOk I. said [tl'lat M. gave to J.J 
'The bOOk, Ilana said tnat Mary gave to John.' 

The embedded clause boundary is marked by UN in tl'lese examples. 
(36) indicates tnat .fi?./J.D is tl'le indirect object and tM /'1.?t?k ts tne direct 
object o! tl'le low-.r clause. In (3 7) an attempt is made to topicalize .fiVM to 
tl'lt matriX claus.. In (3a) tM 1'1.?i.?k is topicalized to the main clause. In 
both cas.s the reswts are ungrammatical. 

Thus w-. have confirmed the claim that in Hebrew the indirect object 
and direct object from an embedded clause cannot be topicalized to the main 
claus.. Using this paradigm let us now s.e if the causative structures 
pattern in the same way. If tl'ley do, that is if th• embedded indirect object 
and direct object cannot be topicalized to the matriX claus., we can conclude 
tnat the existence of a claus. boundary must be prohibiting this ty~ of 
topicalization. On the otl'ler hand, it the reswts are grammatical, it wowd 
make sense to say tllat the causative structure is probably a resUlt of union 
becaus. no claus. boundary exists to prevent topicalization. Let us e:xamine 
the data. 

(39) Ilana hichrach et Mary [lat.et et hashtver le John). 
I. caused ACC M. Ito give ACC the bOOk to John) 
'Ilana made Mary give the bOOk to John.' 

(40) **te John Ilana hichraeh et Mary (lat.et et hashtverJ. 
to J. I. caused ACC M. (to give ACC tlle book) 
'To John, Ilana made Mary give tl'le book.' 

(41)** Et hashever Ilana hichrach et Mary (lat.et le John). 
ACC the book I. caused ACC M. (to give to J.) 
The book, Ilana made Mary give to John.' 

(39) depicts tl'lt causative structure before topicalization. ( 40) and 
( 4 1) indicate tl'le resUlts 'When w-. attempt to topicalize the indirect object 
and direct object {respectively) of t.he embedded claus. before the matrix 
clause. Bot.h attempts yield ungrammatical reswts. 

Now examine ( 42). 

(42) Et Mary Ilana hichrach [lat.et et hashever le John). 
ACC M. I. caused (to give ACC t.he bOOk to J.) 
Mary, Ilana made to give the book to John).' 
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(42) provtdes evidence that Al4f7 is in ttlt mat.riX clause, ottltrWts. 
tllt rtSUlts wouJd be ungrammatical. 

From tllis we can conclude tllat tlltrt must be a ctaus. boundary tllat 
is prohibiting tlle indirect object and direct object from being abtt to 
topical.iZe. If this is the cas., tllen clause union has not occurred here. Th• 
fact tllat M.uy has been able to topicaliD in ( 42) ts a strong indicator tllat it 
has ascended to tlle mat.riX ctaust. 

<i.J lefle:Dv.s vs. PronomiJlals 

The final test involves refleXives and pronominals. Two principles Will 
be exploit:.d: 

(43) a) reflexives must have claustmat. antecedents 
b) pronominals must not have ctaus.mat. antecedents. 

(The notion of 'ctaus.mat..' is taktn to mean 'witllin tlle same clause· and it 
will be assumed in tlle following ezamptes tllat tlle principles apply to tllt 
final stratum of each cycle.) 

As we have done witll tlle otlltr tests, let us first see how tlles. 
principles work on simple and embedded clauses before applying tlltm to 
tlle causat.tve clauses. Stnt..nces (44) and (45) exemplify monoclausal 
structures. 

(44) Job.Di habtr et atsmo1• 

J. likes ACC himself 
'Job.Di likes himSelt1.' 

(45>**John1 habtr (et) otoi. 
J. likes (ACC) him 
'John1 likes him1. • 

In (44) Whtrt him#lf refers to .fa1JJ1 tllt s.nt..nce is grammatical 
btcaus. tlle reflextvt (him#//J must have a ctaus.mat. an~t and it 
does. Principle (43b) t..lls us that a pronominal cannot have a claustmat. 
antecedent, but in (45) because tlltre is only one claus., tlle pronominal does 
havt a claUMmat. antec~t and is tllus ungrammatical. Now tJl.m.in• tll• 
biclausat structures in (46) and (47). 
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(46)**John1 amra [she Mary haber et atsmoi). 
J. said [tllat M. likes ACC himself) 
'John1 said that Mary likes himself1.' 

(47) John1 amra [she Mary haber (et) otoJ. 
J. said (that M. likes (ACC) him) 
'John1 said that Mary likes him1.' 

As in the topicali2ation examples, slH marks the boundary of the embedded 
clause. Wt know that refleXives must have clausematt antecedents. In ( 46), 
ho'W'tvtr, the coindeXing indicat.s that himSWI refers to fi?/Jb. Since fi?JJ.t1 1s 
outside of the embedded clause in Which himSWI occurs, the rtsults are 
ungrammatical. 

In (47) the converse occurs. Here the coindeXing indicates that the 
pronominal him in the embedded clause has as its antecedent john in the 
mat.rix clause. Since pronominals cannot have their antecedents as clause
mat.s, the results are ungrammatical. 

Before seeing how the causative st.ructures ~orm 'With respect to 
this patterning of refleXl.ves and pronominals, let's speculate on What could 
happen. If union is involved in the causative st.ructure that we have ~n 
examining w. would predict that: 

(48) a) since union results in the formation of one clause, use of refleXives 
should be grammatical because they require clausematt antecedents. 

b) since union dest.roys the original boundary betwten mat.rix and 
embedded clauses, the use of pronominals should be ungrammatical 
because they cannot havt clausematt ant.cedents. 

On the other hand, if union is not involved as w. suspect, then the mat.rtx 
and embedded clause boundaries should be intact and w. would anticipate 
the following: 

(49) a) if a refleXl.ve occurs in the embedded clause, and has its antecedent 
in the main clause, the results should be ungrammatical because 
refleXlves require clausematt antecedents. 

b) if a pronominal occurs in the embedded clause and has an 
antecedent in the mat.rix clause, the results should be grammatical 
since pronominals cannot have clausematt antecedents. 
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Wit.h t.htst predictions in mind, consider s.nt.nces (50) and (51). 

(50) John1 hichrach et Mary [li habtr (et) oto1). 

J. caused (ACC) M. [to like (ACC) him) 
'John1 made Mary like bimi.' 

(51 )**John1 hichrach et Mary [li habtr et atsmo1J. 
J. caused ACC M. [to like ACC himself) 
'John1 made Mary like himself1.' 

It is clear from the results in (50) and (51) that the patterning follows 
the predictions that we established in (49) a) & b) in Which clause union has 
not occurred. When we began this investigation, however, the aim was not 
merely to show that clause union has not occurred, but to show that I -
ascension has occurred. 

In light of t.his reminder, let us now examine the following two critical 
sentences. 

(52) **John1 hichrach (et) oto1 [li habtr Mary). 
J. caused (ACC) him [to like M.J 
']obni made himt like Mary.' 

(53) John1 hichrach et atsmo1 [li habtr Mary]. 
J. caused ACC himself [to like M.l 
'John1 made himself1 like Mary.' 

Again, we know that pronominals cannot have clausemate 
antecedents. In (52) t.hen, it union has occurred we could correctly predict 
that this would be ungrammatical. But it we suspect. that 1-ascension has 
occurred we should still be able to justify the ungrammatical results. Since 
/Jim is the ascended nominal from the embedded clause, and Since it now 
stands in the same clause as its antecedent, the ungrammatical results can 
still be accounted for. 

In addition, I-ascension can still account for the grammaticality of 
(53). If ht9 was the original embedded subject that got promoted to direct 
object position of the matrix clause {and t.hus reflexiviZed), we would expect 
the results to be grammatical because reflelives reqUire clausemate 
antecedents. 
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5.0 Conclusion 

The structure that we have bffn examining most certainly appears to 
be a product of 1-asctnsion rather than cla~ union. Th• arguments that 
have been used to substantiate this claim involve th• folloWing notions: 

1 ) case marking 
2) Word order 
3) Negation 
4) Passive Constructions 
5) Topicallzation 
6) Use Of RtfltxiVts vs. PronOminals 

Regardless of tht problem of 1-asctnsion vs. union, further 
invtstigation nttds to be don• With Hebrew data to see if thtrt really are 
any cla~ union structures that involve other causative predicates. Based 
on this information, it -would be intertsting to reconsider Colt's ( 1976) claim 
and see if two types actually do tXist. 
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